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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent 
in from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be 
sending this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of 
the program. If you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an 
email to the editor and we will get your problem addressed immediately and keep 
all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 
Update 6.0.1.3 is Available for Downloading 
The updated version 6.0.1.3 is now available for download. This update fixes some 
bugs that were discovered recently involving data import files. 
 
Regional Junior Extracts 
Dave is continuing to work with the National Junior Development committee to 
build reports to assist them in building Junior Teams and awarding the juniors for 
their great improvements in their performances at the regional and national level.  
There is a new Regional Junior Extract report located in the Tools tab. 
 
Towboat List Updated 
The list of approved towboats has been updated to include the current 2020 models 
and with all of the boats that can be used in the AWSA class C, E, L, R 
tournaments and the grass roots class tournaments. 
 
Specific Running Orders For Round  
Many of you asked Dave for assistance in pre-building the running orders from the 
OLR entry system. This affects Head to Head, Elimination and Pick and Choose 
format tournaments. This assistance will be automatically available in the program 
to assist the Chief Scorer in preparing the running orders. You will be reminded of 
this option when you open an event scoring screen with this Popup alert: 
 
WARNING: 
This running order is specific for this round. 
 
The specific order will be established from the time honored standards that we use 
in Head to Head and Elimination tournaments and in the Pick and Choose format 
that you receive in the OLR download for your tournament setup. 



 
The Pick and Choose format is where you might need to override this option. In 
some areas the skier picks their 4th event ride in the OLR entry form and are bound 
by this choice. If you are in Florida, we allow the skier to choose their 4th event 
during the tournament so they can attempt to improve a particular event score for 
the ranking list. So we would not use this feature. To override this and have all of 
your event skiers available to score do the following; 
 
From the event scoring screen go to the main taskbar > click on the event you are 
scoring > Running Order > you will see the specific skier listing > click Edit 
Round tab in the event taskbar > choose a round > click remove > click close. You 
will now have the full list of skiers available to score in your chosen format in the 
event scoring panel. 
 
That’s it for now, stay safe and have fun, Jeff and Dave 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


